
Tasks for Miss Quadri’s group 
 

Monday  English 

Explore and make notes about the planet Mars by watching and 
reading these sources:  

Watch: Mars 101 – National Geographic: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8pnmwOXhoY  

Read: NASA Space Place - All About Mars: 
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/all-about-mars/en/  

NASA plans to have people land on Mars in the next ten years. Explore 
which spacecraft might get them there and what it would be like to 
travel to Mars by watching and reading these sources:  

Watch: Orion: Journey to Mars – How Will We Get to Mars? Space 
Week Live Channel 4:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZDymr-usdA  

Based on all you have read and watched about Mars and the mission 
to land there, create a poster with interesting facts and information 
which might appear in a space magazine.  

 

Maths 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zhntwnb 
 
Complete activity 1 and 2 

Tuesday  English 

Explore the fictitious planet ‘Pandora’ from the film Avatar by 
watching the clip below. (Note: Although Avatar has a 12 certificate, 
this extract is age appropriate).  

Pandora Discovered:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBGDmin_38E&t=11s  
After watching once, watch again – this time making notes about the 
planet as you watch. You may find pausing the clip at these times 
helpful to write down your notes:  
- 0:00–0:56mins  

Maths 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zynhjsg 
 
Complete activity 1 
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- 0:56–2:04mins  
– 2:04–3:33mins  
- 3:33 – end.  
Based on the notes you have written, create a page, which might 
appear in a travel brochure, advertising a space trip to Pandora. When 
writing your advertisement, consider these points:  
- Have you included an enticing title which will draw the reader in?  
-  Begin with an opening paragraph which gives an overview of 
Pandora and why they might want to visit.  
-  Include short sub- sections which describe what they might see if 
they took the trip.  
-  Don’t forget to use persuasive features, such as: appealing 
adjectives to describe the attractions, rhetorical questions, imperative 
verbs, e.g. ‘grab a ticket’ ‘book now’, facts and figures about Pandora.  

 
Wednesday  English 

 
Edit and improve work from yesterday 

 

Maths 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zyfrsk7 
 
Complete activity 1 and 3 
 

Thursday  English 

Re-watch the Pandora video from yesterday’s session. As you are 
watching, imagine you are an astronaut about to embark on a journey 
to Pandora. Make a note of the parts you would love to explore and 
also the places/things which you would be nervous to encounter.  

After watching, now imagine you have just spent your first day in 
Pandora. Write a diary/ blog about your experiences – using the notes 
you gathered to help you.  

Before writing your diary/blog entry, plan out each section/paragraph 
– you may wish to use this format to support you:  

Maths 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdsrsk7 
 
Complete activity 1 
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